
I D E A  D E V E L O P M E N T  M O D U L E  1  
VISION, CREATIVITY, SPOTTING OPPORTUNITIES 
IN LEADING A CO-WORKING SPACE 



I C O N S  

L I S T  O F  C O N T E N T  

L E A R N I N G  M A T E R I A L  

A C T I V I T Y  

A D D I T I O N A L  M A T E R I A L  



Outline 
•  Vision 
•  Imagining your landscape 
•  Values 
•  Creativitiy 
•  Spotting opportunities 



Learning objectives 
•  To learn about what visions are and why using them in 

leading a co-working space 
•  To learn about values and how to use them  
•  To learn about creativities and how to use it when leading 

a co-working space 
•  To learn about what spotting opportunities means and 

how to use it when leading a co-working space 
 
 
  



Methodology 
This course is based on a learning by doing methodology, 
where the learner is active in the learning experience.  
The learner will be presented to short introductions and 
then get involved in practical session in order to get a 
«self-experience» concerning reflections according to 
core themes of the course.  



Evaluation questions 
How would you describe a vision and which role does it 
have for a co-working space? 
 
What are values and how are they related to visions? 
 
When discussing creativities, what do we mean? Can they 
be developed and for what?  
 
How are creativities related to spotting opportunities and 
how would you explain the latter? 



Vision 
You have an idea of developing a co-working space. 

This is for a reason. 
Why did you get into the idea and for what reason? Let 
us spend some time dwelling with this. Then, the 
answers you get out of this “idea development” will be 
fundamental for years ahead. They will not be static, 
but organically grow, take curves and be shaped like 
everything alive.   



“You are the chosen one to run or build a 
unique Co-Working Space, therefore you 
are the spider of the web.”  
 
Imagine yourself as the spider, imagine 
your web (Co-Working Space) and 
imagine your surrounding garden or 
landscape.  



First some words that might be helpful: 
 
Sally Helgesen, a world known organisation guru, is describing 
how small and large organisations are successfully led as 
spiders building and leading an organic web. The spider is 
leading very conciously and strategic from the middle of the 
web, but is always watching, caring for the entire web and the 
outerparts of this web. It is a strong leader whom allow 
independent interactions within the web and organic 
changes in the organisation and its surrounding. This way of 
leading is chosen as an example of how to visionalize the Co-
working Space. To visionalize organic changes is also helpful 
when running a space where you as a leader have little 
influense on what happens with each co-worker in the 
«organisation». You have to be flexible and prepared for new 
solutions.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Leading a co-working 
web and organic 
leadership 



A co-working space can be seen as a web. What does that 
mean?  
A web is of course built and kept by a spider. First we will talk 
about the web in itself. A web is an organic structure, it has a 
centre and a number of connections which are inter-related 
with each other. At the far end of the web are crucial 
connection which tightens the web to the eco-surrounding, 
these connections are important to nurture and care for, if 
they are hurt, the entire net- the entire web will get hurt. The 
inner connections in a web can change, organically move and 
develop, but the far end connections are of a different kind. 
They have to be more or less stable. Try to keep this mental 
picture as we go ahead.  

The  
co-working web 



A co-working spider is a caring mother of the web. She moves 
all around, watches, repair, build, develop and makes sure that 
the connections to the surrounding are strong and can be 
trusted. Her home is in the middle. As wind and weather 
affects the web in a beautiful organic way, she allows changes 
to happen. Some internal interactions disappears or changes, 
which is understandable and necessary. The spider nurtures 
the interactions and changes. Concerning the far end 
connections to the surrounding of the web, it I a reason why 
these are chosen. They are there because of their strength and 
position in the nature of the surrounding. These links to the 
surrounding garden of the web are to be kept and cared for.  
  
In this module we shall join you for a walk into your garden, 
we shall visit your web and listen to your dreams. Dreams 
shapes roads, they nurture the future.  
  
What are your dreams? 

The co-working 
spider as a leader 



•  A vision is a future imagination. It can be your dream and where you want to 
go.  

•  When developing your vision, liberate yourself from obstacles and think 
opportunities 

•  A vision is above your goals, it is a landscape in the future where you might not 
ever be able to visit 

•  Your spectacular unreachable dream garden is a vision! 

What is a vision? 



Vision 
Definition: 
The vision is a leading star of the organic journey 
which building a co-working space is. It is a painting 
of the future, the future web and the future garden.  
A painting of the future Co-Working Space and its 
surroundings, its community. A vision should create 
enthusiasm and be the glue bringing everyone in the 
same direction. You as a Co-Working Space leader, as 
a spider of the web, are lucky to be able to lead a 
journey towards this vision, and of course to create 
and integrate the vision hand in hand with your 
beautiful living web of co-workers.  
  
Key terms:  
values, inclusive, dream, realistic, holistic 
  



Your dream garden 



•  First you think big, broad. Think garden and dreams. Imagine pictures and 
drawings that symbolizes your Co-Working Space future. What is its garden? 
How will the web look like, How are the surroundings of the web? Why this 
kind of web and why the surrounding garden?  

•  You can visualize it in a a vision board. 
•  Second, try to find words and terms that embraces your web in its garden. This 

will be your vision statement 
•  Helpful questions are where are we heading and why? 

How to express  
your vision? 



Vision board 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fqRrVzHlsNc 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iamZEW0x3dM 
 
Take a look at these short films about vision boards! 
Take your time and make your own vision board 



Vision statement 
Where are we going and why? 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7yBUBmciQBk 
 
Make your own vision statement! 



•  Values are what you think is crucial in living and working 
•  Your values will affect how you prioritize and will guide you 

in working towards the direction you want to go.  
•  You will probably feel good about life and work when your 

values are followed. And you will feel uncomfortable if life 
and work are not related to the values you deep down 
want to follow.  

•  Being aware and define your values are crucial actions in 
life and work. 

What are values? 



Find your own values 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?
time_continue=25&v=Kz__qGJmTMY 
 
•  What is important for you in life and work?  What 

makes you happy and satisfied? What makes life 
worth living and working?  

•  Take your time and dig deep in yourself, do some 
research about values, end up with 3-5 values that 
you want to define your life, your work and your co-
working space.  



References 
values: 
https://www.mindtools.com/pages/article/newTED_85.htmFilm 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c1invnTgDgY 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zzvsyr8U3IM 
 
Barrett Richard, 2013, The Values-Driven Organization, Routlege 
Choi D., Gray E., 2011, Values-Centered Entrepreneurs and Their Companies, Routledge 



Creativity 
Definition: 
1.  the state or quality of being creative. 
2.  the ability to transcend traditional ideas, rules, patterns, relationships, or the like,  

and to create meaningful new ideas, forms, methods, interpretations, etc.;  
originality, progressiveness, or imagination: 
the need for creativity in modern industry;  creativity in the performing arts. 

3.  the process by which one utilizes creative ability: 
Extensive reading stimulated his creativity. 

https://www.dictionary.com/browse/creativities 
  
Key terms:  
values, inclusive, dream, realistic, holistic 
  



Creativity is the act of turning new and imaginative ideas into 
reality. Creativity is characterized by the ability to perceive the 
world in new ways, to find hidden patterns, to make 
connections between seemingly unrelated phenomena, and 
to generate solutions. 
 
Derived from: 
https://www.creativityatwork.com/2014/02/17/what-is-
creativity/ 
 
 





Develop creativity 
Watch this video: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GiZy5OOjFgY 



 Definition and the four intertwined pillars 
 
Entrepreneurial creativity is about coming up with innovative ideas 
and converting them into value-creating profitable business activities. 

Entrepreneurial  
creativity 

ENTREPRENEURIAL  
ACTION 

INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL 
MOTIVATION 

CREATIVE THINKING 
SKILLS 

CROSS-FUNCTIONAL 
EXPERTISE 

ENTREPRENEURIAL 
CREATIVITY 



Explanation:  
Creativity is by many thought as something you are 
born with, or related to art. When working with 
organizations, creativity is more related to being able to 
see possibilities, finding solutions for issues, see new 
opportunities in relation to several perspective.  
  
Do some research and reflect about your own creative 
skills.  
 
How can you develop your creative skills and how can 
you encourage other´s skills?  



Additional material 
and resources: 
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S107158190500042X 
https://www.creativityatwork.com/orchestrating-collaboration-at-work-toc/ 
https://www.creativityatwork.com/creativity-innovation-and-leadership-development/ 
https://www.creativityatwork.com/arts-in-business-applying-the-arts-to-organisational-learning/ 
https://www.thebalancecareers.com/creative-thinking-definition-with-examples-2063744 
 
Creativity and critical thinking: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dItUGF8GdTw 
 
Creativity at job: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U7nEgYOcb5c 
https://www.thebalancecareers.com/creative-thinking-definition-with-examples-2063744 
 



Spotting opportunities 
Definition: 
Being able to vision or imagine new possibilities here and now or in the future.  
Out of which circumstances is it possible to find new opportunities? 
 
In this module we will take a look at what spotting opportunities are and how to 
develop your opportunities mindset.  
 





Spotting opportunities:  
hard work or attitudes? 
 
Like creative thinking is more than being born with a open, artistic mind, spotting opportunities requires  
more than looking for new possibilities. In both cases you need the right attitudes as well as being able to  
consciously use them to enhance new solutions.  
 
A fixed mindset will keep you where you are, when working on your mindset you develop yourself 
 and your surrounding. When leading a Co-Working Space, your mindset is of importance for both you,  
Your organization and the companies within the Co-Working Space.  
 
Our life and our work are filled with daily challenges, several times a day we chooose between  
passivity and activity, between conflicts and solutions, between less and more.  
 
We can develop our attitudes towards both creative thinking and spotting opportunities. In choosing a  
opportunity mindset, we are saying yes to personal and organizational  development.  
 



To use creativities  
in spotting opportunities 
Watch this short movie: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LctfWCH5j0w 



•  What does spotting opportunities mean for you and in your 
daily work situation? 

•  Can you give some examples?  
•  Is «spotting opportunities« a skill and can it be developed? 
 



Additional material 
and resources: 
MacLennan Nigel, 1994, Opportunity Spotting: Creativity for Corporate Growth, Gower Pub Co 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LctfWCH5j0w 
 
https://www.forbes.com/sites/actiontrumpseverything/2013/03/08/how-to-spot-an-opportunity/#6e8400c69b66 
 
http://pickadirection.com/how-to-spot-an-opportunity/ 
 
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2015/09/how-do-leading-entrepreneurs-spot-opportunities/ 
 
 
 



L E A R N  F R O M  O T H E R S  M O D U L E  2  
LEARNING FROM OTHER EXPERIENCES, GOOD 
PRACTICES AND CASE STUDIES ON SUCCESSFUL 
COWORKING SPACES 



I C O N S  

L I S T  O F  C O N T E N T  

L E A R N I N G  M A T E R I A L  

A C T I V I T Y  

A D D I T I O N A L  M A T E R I A L  



Outline 
•  What is co-working and its history 
•  Pros and cons of co-working 
•  Current trends in co-working  
•  Coworking spaces in rural areas 
•  Good practices and success cases in co-working 



Learning objectives 
•  Understand what is a co-working space and how it works 
•  Get insights on good practices, successful models and practical 

knowledge and learn how to adapt/export and deploy it in 
specific coworking projects 

•  Understand and being aware of the importance and impact of 
the presence of coworking spaces for rural areas 



Methodology 
Lecture/Presentation of theoretical contents and introduction of key concepts 
Brainstorming 
Discussion and debates on specific topics conducted by the trainer 
Learning by teaching 
Library and field research 
Case studies 
Interaction with audiovisual materials 



Evaluation questions 
Are you familiar with the concept of co-working? If yes, please provide a brief 
description. 
Do you know what a coworker is? 
Do you know any co-working space in your area? 
What are the main advantages and disadvantages of working in a co-working space? 
 
Could you explain some of the trends that are currently taking place in the 
coworking world? 
Could you tell what a digital nomad is? 
Could you give some examples on good practices regarding creating community, 
managing, marketing a co-working space? 



What is co-working  
and its history 
To begin with this module, some context on the concept of co-working and its history will be 
given to the participants.  
Co-working or collaborative working is a way of working that involves the use of shared 
workplaces or shared office spaces by a group of professionals that can work independently or in 
collaboration, but in any case belong to different companies.  
 
Co-working spaces offer office-like amenities, services, tools and resources to their users, that find 
an affordable alternative to rent an entire office or working from home or any other place.  
Co-working users or coworkers can sign up and choose the most suitable membership for their 
needs, as these spaces normally offer hot-desks, own personal desks, meeting rooms, etc.  
 
Users typically are freelancers,  entrepreneurs, start-ups and small companies or teams that need 
a flexible and affordable space. Apart from the traditional office-based services, coworkers usually 
also look for a good environment to socialize, make connections with other coworkers to develop 
their businesses and feel part of a community. 
 



As there is not an official, globally-accepted definition of co-working, as follows some definitions 
and ideas on what co-working is are presented: 
 
Co-working spaces offer an escape, as well as a community of like-minded people to help them 
network and grow. They allow designers, freelancers, developers, small business owners, 
startups, and more to have a dedicated workspace that is less expensive than a traditional 
office space. 
https://www.moonclerk.com/marketing-ideas-for-coworking-spaces/  
 
Co-working is the new path of melding life and work in a sustainable fashion. It is the global 
linchpin at the intersection of real estate, technology and community, which will shape the way 
we work in the future. 
https://www.coworker.com/lab/what-is-coworking/  
 
A co-working space is often a cafe-like collaboration space, but it could also be an office-like 
setting or even someone's home or loft. The main idea is that individual workers come together 
in a shared place to enjoy greater productivity and a sense of community. 
Beyond just creating better places to work, co-working spaces are built around the following 
values: collaboration, community, sustainability, openness, and accessibility. 
https://www.lifewire.com/what-is-coworking-2377413  



The original first co-working space was opened in 2005 in San Francisco (US). His founder, the 
entrepreneur programmer Brad Neuberg, created it as an answer to the lack of socialization of 
traditional business centers and the unproductivity of working from home. With a non-profit 
legal form, it was open two days a week (mondays and tuesdays) and offered free wifi, along with 
shared lunches, meditation breaks, massages, bike tours, and a strict closing time of 5.45 pm. 
During the first month, no one signed up and neither used this space, that was closed and 
replaced by a new co-working space, the Hat Factory, in 2006. The Hat Factory was the first 
dedicated full-time co-working space. 
 
Although these first attempts failed in becoming successful co-working businesses, they were 
critical in creating the co-working movement that is trending worldwide. Since then, co-working 
has experienced a huge growth, and nowadays there are around 19,000 spaces all over the 
world, that host around 1.3 million of coworkers.  
 
Today, the most powerful and successful co-working business model is the american Wework, 
that worths 20 million dollars and manages almost a million of square meters of office space.   
 
Wework has more than 5,000 employees in over 280 locations, spread across 77 cities in 23 
countries, that has allowed to build a member`s community of more than 100,000 users, who 
have access to health insurance, an internal social network, social events and workshops, and an 
annual summer retreat. 
 
More information:  
http://www.deskmag.com/en/the-history-of-coworking-spaces-in-a-timeline  
https://runwayea.st/blog/evolution-of-coworking/  
 



Pros and cons of co-working 

This lesson will have a practical approach, combined with the presentation of several examples on 
Pros and Cons of a co-working space that will serve as a reference for the trainee to think about 
more examples and apply them to specific cases and contexts.  
It will be treated by developing the following activity, divided into two parts:  
1)  brainstorming on the advantages and disadvantages of working in a co-working space and  
2)  debate and discussion on how advantages can be promoted and disadvantages can be solved.  
Some examples and references on the contents to be treated are also provided after the activity´s 
description. These should be used as a guide and complement for the activity and not presented in 
a lecture format.  
 



The first part of the activity consists on a brief brainstorming on the advantages and 
disadvantages that choosing a Coworking space for the everyday work over other alternatives 

can bring to coworkers. It will be followed by a second part named “Lets talk about solutions!”, 

where the trainees will be inquired and encouraged to think on alternatives and solutions to  

1)overcome the Cons and  

2)improve and boost the Pros (see next step).  

Lets talk about solutions!	 After the brainstorming and presentation of examples, trainer will 

encourage the dialogue and debate among the group to come up with solutions, ideas and 
other alternatives.	Trainer will make sure that each key idea/statement written on the board will 

get covered.	

The goal of this activity is to motivate the critical and creative thinking of the group and make 

them aware on the coworker perspective and expectations and how to deal with it.  

Key terms: Pros, Cons, Creativity, Community, Networking, Schedules, Workplace environment, 

Behaviors.  

Duration:  20 -30 minutes for Brainstorming;  

                          30 -40 minutes for Lets Talk about solutions	

 

Brainstorming on pros and 
cons of co-working and 
lets talk about solutions!  
 
 



Examples and references: 
PROS  
It creates interesting synergies and collaborations.  
It builds a community around the workplace and makes co-workers feel as active part of it.  
It helps to boost creativity.  
→ Suggestions for improvement/boosting: 
Organize social events and also team building activities and other dynamics based on the desires and needs of the 
coworkers. 
Come up with ways, tools and other kind of resources to facilitate communication among coworkers. These will allow them 
to share their ideas, projects, and also problems or concerns with others in order to find support or help.  
 
 

Pros and cons of co-working. 
 



Examples and references: 
PROS 
A Coworking space offers an environment that is free from the common distractions.  
It helps Co-workers to stay focused and driven on their project, once they will be working alongside peers that can serve as 
“word hard” role models; as well as to find advice and help from others. 
Comparing with a traditional office, Coworking spaces will always mean a significant cost saving. 
Everything is set up so coworkers can easily start working right away.  
→ Suggestions for improvement/boosting: 
Making sure that the space is able to take care of all of those kind of tasks can make all the difference for the new 
coworkers, not only basic things; but also other like handling the posts and packages or even offering some IT support can 
bring a good deal of added value to coworkers.  
 

Pros and cons of co-working. 
 



Examples and references: 
CONS  
Coworking space environment does not fit the co-workers expectations. Too many distractions or too many silence.  
Lack of privacy, especially critical when the co-worker needs to maintain a lot of calls or handle confidential information.  
→ possible solutions :  
Offer different types of membership depending on the needs of the coworkers. 
Establish some interaction and coexistence rules that can be the same as for any other open or shared space.  
Low flexibility when it comes to schedules or memberships, so it is hard to tailor working hours and time span due to the 
limitations of the space.  
→ Possible solutions:  
Creating different options depending on the time span needed. 
Offer specific alternatives for those ones with uncommon schedules and needing to work after hours: keys can be lended, 
and also some parts of the space can remain open longer.  

Pros and cons of co-working. 
 



Pros and cons of co-working. 
 
Examples and references: 
CONS  
Maintain some dress code and social conventions. 
→ Possible solutions: 
Implement some practices that serve to relax and create a more casual  environment.  
Reserve some social rooms where coworkers can work and make other kind of activities at the same time, equip the 
kitchen area so the coworkers can bring their computers and keep working while having lunch.  
Lack of stability, high rotativity of coworkers using the space, so they need to move around and look for a free spot.  
→ Possible solutions: 
The space can promote coworkers loyalty by offering them more advantages and benefits if they sign up for longer time.  
Space layout can be fundamental as well, some parts of the space can be dedicated to those coworkers with more 
“nomad” behaviours. 



This lesson not only will be focused on presenting current trends in co-working 
spaces, but also those trends that are linked with the coworkers profile and needs. 
 
Technology and co-working 
The application of new technologies in co-working is not a new trend, but in fact 
it should be taken into consideration because of its increasing relevance.  
 
New technologies are not only applied to the management of the space and in 
financial and administrative tasks, but also to give coworkers a better service and 
save some costs. 
 
Advancements such as access cards, co-working space management software, 
booking systems, automated invoices and apps allow saving workforce for the 
space and time, that can be spent in more added-value tasks.  
 
At the same time, they help to increase coworkers satisfaction, who can easily use 
the space even after hours, receive all the necessary information in the right way 
and in due time, as well as other many functionalities.  

Current trends 
in co-working. 



Additional out of box services 
The range of services provided by co-working spaces is constantly increasing with 
the goal not only to satisfy coworkers needs and expectations, but also to keep up 
with the intensive competition. 
 
These services are not necessarily just business-oriented, but also services 
intending to improve the work-life balance of the coworkers using the space.  
 
Services such as baby-sitting or nurseries inside the space, pet-friendly facilities, 
wellbeing activities such yoga or gyms are getting quite common in many co-
working spaces.  

Current trends 
in co-working. 



Niche Coworking spaces 
The need of more specialized co-working spaces is becoming more material. 
Apart from the basic services such as wifi, cafeteria, desks and room meetings; 
coworkers seem to search services and advantages strongly linked with their 
professional areas.  
 
As a result, co-working spaces tailored to specific sectors and industries have 
emerged. These spaces provide not only specific equipments adapted to their 
coworkers needs, but also the suitable environment for them to find support, 
increase their creativity and productivity, as well as develop their networks.  
 
Connection to Nature + Wellbeing 
Wellbeing and comfort in the workspace are highly valued: some population 
groups such as millennials and generation Zs are highly conscious about 
comfort and health in the workspace, and strongly prefer co-working spaces 
with standing desks, ergonomic chairs, and other health positive facilities built in. 
 
Coworkers also feel more attracted to spaces with alternative design and that 
include links with natural spaces such as plants, artificial waterfalls or other kind 
of structures that make coworkers feel better and more connected with nature.   
 
 
 

Current trends 
in co-working. 



Corporate Friendly Co-working spaces 
On top of the traditional profiles of professionals such as solo entrepreneurs, 
freelancers and small companies, co-working spaces have started to attract 
customers that see these spaces as a big opportunity in many aspects. These new 
customers are mainly corporate entities and big companies that either start 
placing part of their teams in these spaces (saving costs and gaining flexibility to 
keep up with the business needs and changes in every moment) or build co-working 
spaces for external professionals in their facilities.  
 
The connection between corporate and co-working brings many benefits for both: 
corporates can work with innovation-driven, disruptive professionals and startups that 
can bring fresh ideas and new innovations to the entity and, at the same time, these 
professionals can find the perfect sponsors and support for their business ideas.  
 
 
Coworking in suburban and rural areas 
Suburbs and rural areas are becoming the preferred target to open new coworking 
spaces in many cases, and this is because a growing movement of people that are 
coming back to their homeland and just simply prefer the quietness of these kind 
of areas over the bustle of big cities.  
This trend is caused mainly for two reasons: The new communications technologies 
and the higher quality of internet connections almost everywhere, as well as the cost 
of life, considerably cheaper if compared with big cities.  
 
 
 

Current trends 
in co-working. 



Digital nomads and increasing demand for shared work spaces 
Digital nomads are remote workers that are constantly travelling for both personal or 
professional reasons so they do not work from a fixed location, but they often work in 
alternative spaces such as cafeterias, hotels, co-working spaces, libraries, etc. These 
type of workers can perform their jobs anywhere, as long as they have internet 
connection and a laptop or a smartphone.  

Digital nomad workers are rapidly growing nowadays, due to several factors: 
•  Better internet connections and new technologies that allow both employees and 

professional to be connected and perform their tasks remotely. 
•  Home Office, that is a common practice not only for freelancers and independent 

professionals, but also for employees. 
•  Development and increase of new professions that does not require working from 

a fixed location: community managers, graphic designers, bloggers, online 
teachers, etc.  

 
According to the 2018 co-working forecast report run by Deskmag, it is estimated 
that 50% of the population will be working independently by 2020. This can mean an 
increase on the demand for shared work spaces, that has already been growing 
during the last years.  
 
 

Current trends 
in co-working. 



Key terms:  
Trends, technology, out of box services, niche co-working, nature/wellbeing, corporate friendliness, suburban 
and rural, digital nomads.  
 
Description: 
It will combine the desk/library research and the learning by teaching method so participants can go deeper 
on the current trends of co-working, as well as share and present all the new knowledge gathered during the 
research to the rest of the group. 

After presenting all the trends, trainer will split them among the group, so each participant will be in charge 
of searching relevant knowledge on each topic.  
Trainer can opt to add some other trends not included in the theoretical contents or ask the group to do it. 
After the desk research, each participant will deliver a presentation, using a free-style format, structure and 
contents.  

Reflection: 
- Do you think these trends can be applicable to your context/area? 
- If you had a co-working space, how do you think it could be benefited from these trends? 
- Based on the trends, can you think in services, tools and other activities that could be positive and well 
accepted by coworkers in your area? 

Duration:  - Desk research, depending on the needs and available time. 
                        - Knowledge sharing, 5-15 minutes per each participant. 
                        - Reflection and debriefing, at least 15 minutes.  

 

Research and knowledge sharing  
on current co-working trends 



Key terms:  
Cost saving, startups, coworking peers, corporation, top talent, competition, entrepreneurial and innovative thinking, disruption. 

Description: 
The CNBC´s video “Is coworking really the future?”will be shown and a brief debate/reflexion will take place.	Link to the video: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HYlwYjRPbPo 	

The video can be split in two parts: 	

1st) shows some of the benefits of working in a coworking.	

2nd) shows success cases on the combination corporate+coworking and speaks about the advantages that this mix can bring for 

both of sides.   

After showing the first part of the video, trainer can start a dialogue by introducing some ideas to boost the group participation 

and check again some of the contents seen in previous lessons. Questions would be of this kind:	
Can you think on more advantages of choosing a coworking instead of renting/buying your own office to initiate your business?	

Debriefing on the second part will have a different approach: trainer will  make the group think on different ways to apply/adapt 
corporate+coworking in their specific contexts/areas. Some questions that can be posed are:	

•  What kind of companies existing in your area would be the most suitable/willing to deploy this concept?	

•  What would be the benefits for them and for a potential coworking space?	

Duration:   Video - 5 minutes	

																																	After - 10-15 minutes for debate and discussion 	

 

Video and debate: is  
co-working really the future? 
 
 



Co-working spaces in rural areas 

This lesson will start by giving some context on why co-working spaces are blooming in rural areas, as well as what are their 
benefits and importance when integrated in rural communities. 
  
Although big urban areas are still the main focus of co-working phenomenon, it is a reality that the number of co-working 
spaces in smaller and rural areas has been growing especially during the last decade. Going forward, it seems that this 
trend will increase in the future, and this is because of some of the reasons addressed in the previous lessons: 
 
•  Advancement in new technologies, especially when it comes to internet speed and quality even in the most remote 

places, as well as significant improvements in communication technologies and tools. 
•  More flexibility regarding the workplace and new job profiles that do not require to be developed from an specific 

physical place like an office.  
•  More affordable opportunities for both business developers and life in general terms. 
•  Growing demand of this kind of spaces, given by the fact that lots of people are choosing smaller rural areas over big 

cities either to settle down or spend short periods of time and working at the same time.  



Co-working spaces in rural areas 
Although many of the good practices of typical models of urban co-working spaces can be adapted also to rural contexts, 
the truth is that rural co-working should be conceived by following specific approaches and perspectives where the 
reality of the area plays a fundamental role.  
 
In this sense, co-working spaces can bring a number of benefits to the rural societies and economies: 
•  Co-working in rural areas tends to concentrate a more varied age structure, boosting the knowledge share between 

generations. 
•  It supports and cultivates diverse, collaborative small enterprises, a class of economic activity that’s essential to building 

sustainable rural economies. 
•  It can be the answer to slow down the brain drain and to retain young talent in rural areas. 
•  It can gather and offer access to a variety or resources to local entrepreneurs that otherwise would not be reachable or 

could be significantly more expensive.   
•  It promotes the collaborative work and help to disseminate and structure the cultural, environmental, social and 

artistic wealth of the territory.  
•  It can connect a variety of local stakeholders, as well as articulate all the knowledge, economic and academic networks 

and other entities (companies, entrepreneurs, students, universities, incubators, associations, etc) able to impact the 
economic and social development of the area. 



Key terms:  
Digital nomad, rural, workation. 	

Description: 
The goal of the activity is to show an alternative form of rural co-working named workation and how this is able 
to attract an important target for co-working spaces: digital nomads. 	

It will also serve to connect several of the concepts and contents seen in previous lessons.	

After watching the video, the trainer will make some questions to the group in order to point out the key 
aspects addressed in the video and generate the debate. These questions will be focused on:	

•  Workation, what does this mean?	
•  Why is workation so attractive to digital nomads?	
•  What kind of profiles are being attracted by these kind of alternative coworkings?	
•  What benefits and additional services do they offer?	
•  Do you know any workation or similar space in the area where you live?	

Duration:   Video: 6 minutes	
																																	After - 10-20 minutes for debate and discussion on video contents.	

 

 

Video and debate:  
digital nomads going rural? 



Good practices & success cases 
in co-working 
This lesson will be formed by practical exercises for participants to collect and understand  
good practices around three main elements that are vital for a co-working space: 
 
•  Management 
•  Promote community and networking 
•  Marketing  
 
The presentation of theoretical contents in this lesson is avoided. Instead of that, participants are encouraged to make a 
research and consult online sources so they can find and get to know the most current practices and real examples on these 
topics. 
 
All the examples, ideas and information came up during the session will be gathered by the trainer in a matrix, so, after all 
activities are fulfilled, a clear and summarized vision on the main ideas and knowledge is offered to the participants. 
 
In the second part of the lesson, several case studies on successful co-working spaces will be presented to the participants, 
that will be asked to analyze and extract good practices per each case.  



Key terms:  
Coworkers, management, processes, tools, community, design, layout, comfortability	

Description:  
The main goal of this activity is to get a clear picture on what are the best practices when it comes to manage a co-

working. Examples on what kind of practices can be included in this matrix are:	

•  Prioritize what is vital for your coworkers.	
•  Analyze the services offered and constantly improve them.	

•  Simplify and facilitate the co-working facilities use.	
•  Identify what makes your co-working be different and create value and differentiation.	

•  Pay attention, design and structure all the internal processes. Choose the right tools for these purposes.	

•  Take care of the layout and resources, so your coworkers can feel comfortable in the space. 	
•  Make sure that you are providing your coworkers with a good range of activities and events to reinforce the sense 

of community. By providing supporting links that include experts opinion, trainer will ask the group for searching 

good practices regarding co-working spaces management.	

After the research is done, each participant should contribute and draw a matrix on the board. 

 https://blog.signaturit.com/en/what-are-the-best-practices-and-digital-tools-for-managing-a-coworking-space 

By making the matrix participants know what aspects are important when managing a co-working.	

Duration:   15-20 for desk research	
																																15-20 for contribution and matrix elaboration 

 

Case study, analyzing best practices 
for managing a co-working space 



Key terms:  
Coworkers, management, processes, tools, community, design, layout, comfortability.  	

Description: 
This activity is intended for the trainees to gain and share more knowledge on the concept of accountability groups. 	

Although accountability groups are part of good practices to create community, it has been separated in a specific 

exercise due to its effectiveness for this purpose.	

It will combine the desk/library research and the learning by teaching method so participants can go deeper on the 

concept, as well as share and present new ideas and key points to the rest of the group.	

After presenting and explaining what an accountability group is, participants should do research on some related topics:	

•  Advantages of an accountability group.	

•  Tips for creating one.	
•  Moving to practice, how to run an accountability group session.	

•  Tools for a group session.  

Duration:   Desk research, depending on the needs and available time.	

  Knowledge sharing, 5 minutes per each participant.	

  Reflection and debriefing, at least 15 minutes. 	

 

Case study, analyzing best practices 
for creating community and 
networking in a co-working space 



Key terms:  
Coworkers, marketing, social media, website,  co-working awareness.	

•   Get to know people outside the space, literally go outside and observe people who would be ideal members of your coworking in their 

own environments. 	

•  Let people know there is a better way to work, reach out people and spread co-working and its advantages, make people aware that it 

is a real, affordable and productive way to work. 	
•  Have a quality website, make sure that it looks professional, your contact information is visible and is constantly fed and updated with 

relevant content.	
•  Have a social media strategy, make sure that you use a variety of social networks establishing specific purposes: twitter to follow your 

members and potential members, instragram to show the building and facilities, as well as the hosted events, etc. 	

•  Advertise and market your members, use the space tools and media to advertise your members and what they do.	
•  Partner with local businesses/entities, this can be done for a variety of purposes: count on a local restaurant to make the catering for 

your events, the local teather to host special screenings, etc. 	

https://catjohnson.co/16-creative-ways-market-coworking-space/	

https://www.moonclerk.com/marketing-ideas-for-coworking-spaces/  

Key terms: Work-life balance, digital nomad, co-living, home-office hybrid, community, concept and brand, social. 	

An analysis on the successful dutch coworking spaces Zoku, Boven de Balie and Startdock should be performed by the participants, who are 

asked to connect and apply main contents and ideas treated in the lesson to the case study. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lbfkzhlzyMI 	

Additional material 



E T H I C S  M O D U L E  3  
STRATEGICALLY ETHICAL  
AND SUSTAINABLE THINKING 



I C O N S  

L I S T  O F  C O N T E N T  

L E A R N I N G  M A T E R I A L  

A C T I V I T Y  

A D D I T I O N A L  M A T E R I A L  



Outline 
•  Background information 
•  Definition 
•  Pillars of strategically ethical and 

sustainable thinking 
•  Advantages of strategically ethical and 

sustainable thinking 
•  Co-working and ethical and sustainable 

thinking 



Learning objectives 
•  Introduce the terms ethics, sustainability and ethical and 

sustainable thinking. 
•  Understand the historical background for introduction of ethical 

and sustainable thinking. 
•  Be aware of different aspects of ethical and sustainable thinking. 
•  Understand the benefits of ethical and sustainable thinking in 

business. 
•  Understand and know ways to apply various aspects of ethical 

and sustainable thinking in business context. 

•    



Outcome 
Understand the historical and business context of the term ethical and sustainable thinking; 
Understand the reasons of why the ethical and sustainable thinking is important; 
Be able to define ethical and sustainable thinking; 
Get to know the key concepts of how ethical and sustainable thinking is linked to business 
success; 
Understanding the advantages of ethical and sustainable thinking; 
Evaluate the place of co-working concept as ethical and sustainable business principle. 



Evaluation questions 
What is ethical thinking?  
What is sustainability? 
Why is ethical and sustainable thinking important? 
How is ethical and sustainable thinking relevant in business context? 
How ethical and sustainable thinking could improve the business? Why? 
 



Historical context    

The concept of sustainability was present throughout the history of humankind, although the 
term ‘sustainable’ appeared only in 20th century. 
The necessity for environmental resources and raw materials made early hunter-gatherer 
societies, ancient civilizations as well as modern nations to adapt to different changes and think 
about planetary boundaries.  
Overuse of such resources as wood, coal and oil especially after Industrial Revolution brought 
awareness for responsible natural resource consumption, thus the term ‘sustainability’ gained its 
topicality.  
 
   (Read more) 
   (Watch video – A history of Sustainability (5min)) 
   (Watch online lecture – A history of sustainable development (11min)) 



Business context    

Nowadays strategical, ethical and sustainable thinking is considered to be a 
core value in business. 
In the past sustainability was seen as threat/risk, now – as possibility for 
innovation/ new opportunities. 
According to UN Global Industry Study, 93% of CEO’s regard sustainability 
critical for future success of their business. 



KEY REASONS WHY STRATEGICAL ETHICAL and SUSTAINABLE THINKING IS 
LINKED TO CORPORATE SUCCESS  

Beneficial for environment Reduce energy and waste costs 
Attract new employees Motivate employees 

Boost company’s reputation Ensure long-term liveable future for 
company 

Developing new business models Become open for innovation and 
collaboration 

Employees become more invested Build stronger organisational culture 
which provides fulfilling jobs 

Attract more customers (as often 
customers are ‘buying’ companies, 

not the products) 
Build loyalty of both customers and 

employees 



Business context    

In order to achieve strategically ethical and sustainable action in business, it 

is important to: 

•  assess the consequences 

•  measure the impact of ideas 

•  and critically estimate the opportunities and actions.  

 

 

‘Ethical and sustainable thinking is a matter of the attitudes, behaviours, 

values and mindset that an entrepreneur should have.’ (EcoSystemApp) 



Business context    

Typically, an ethically thinking entrepreneur  

•  keeps in mind the people and planet,  

•  prioritizes the ideas that bring value to society,  

•  takes action that favourably targets the community, environment and 

market situation, 

•  reflects the long-term influence on social, cultural and economic 

situation of their actions, 

•  acts responsibly. 



Key terms:  
Ethics, sustainability, climate change, history 

Description: : 
•  Think through the information you have received in Chapter 1 – Background Information. (in order you need 

more information, you can read an article ‘Sustainable development - historical roots of the concept’ by J.A. Du 
Pisani, see the link in slides above. 

•  Divide into pairs. 
•  Discuss the question: Why sustainability became a key issue in the society and business? 
•  Name 4 key aspects, to your mind. 
•  Discuss with the rest of participants if your ideas are similar.	

Reflection:  
What were the main events in the history that led the society to think about sustainability? 
•  If the participants need more help, let them discuss the terms – growing population; consumption; climate 

change; exhaustion of natural resources; loss of biodiversity. 
•  How these aspects (see question 2) have influenced the way people behave?	

Duration:   20min 

Historical progress of sustainability  
 



Ethics comes from Greek words ethos (meaning character) and ethikos (meaning the theory of living)  
 
Ethics – ‘a system of accepted rules about behaviour, based on what is considered right and 
wrong.’ (Cambridge dictionary) 
 
Ethics in business is often defined by the manager according to his/her work ethic and decision-
making process.  

Definitions 



The most widely accepted definition of sustainability is from Brundtland Report of 1987.  

 

It states:  

‘Humanity has the ability to make development sustainable to ensure that it meets the needs of the 
present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs.’ 

 

Sustainable thinking looks at different actions and how they can change and influence regular norms 
and find innovative ways business can solve problems and produce outputs. 

Definitions 



Key terms:  
Ethics, sustainability, business, ethical sustainable development, environment, employees. 

Description: 
•  Think about previously discussed terms and their definitions. How could you combine these two terms? 
•  Please explain what is ethical sustainability in business to your mind? 
•  Think about ethical sustainability in the following contexts: environmental; business practices and employees.   
•  Come up with your own definition of ‘ethical sustainability’ related to one of the above-mentioned aspects. 

	

Reflection: 

•  What is ethical behaviour? 

•  How is ethics related to sustainability? 

•  Can ethics and sustainability be explained in one way only? 

•  What are the common points for ethics and sustainability?  

Duration:   20min 

 

Definitions 



Ethical and sustainable thinking in business may imply a variety of 
meanings, in the context of: 
 
•  environment 
Ethical and sustainable behaviour means to ensure long-term 
preservation of natural resources and retention of unharmed ecosystems. 
 
•  employment practices 
It may mean appropriate remuneration, various benefits and other means 
to encourage building families and contributing to the communities.  
 
•  business practices 
Long term strategical thinking of organisation’s well-being and reputation 
ensured through different corporate policies. 

Definitions 



The World Summit on Social Development has defined core aspects to 
strive for long-term sustainability: 
 
•  economic 
The main aim is to ensuring economic development, reducing the 
financial burden without lowering the quality and standard of life. 
 
•  ecological 
The main aim is to ensure environmental protection by changing the 
actions like – encouraging recycling, reducing the consumption, prevent 
pollution etc. 
 
•  social dimensions 
It’s main aim is to protect the health of people from different business 
related damage. To ensure wellness and encourage people to behave in 
environmentally friendly way.  

Key aspects of 
sustainable 
thinking 



To reach sustainability means to attain a 
harmony between nature and civilization, 
p a s t a n d f u t u r e g e n e r a t i o n s , t h e 
entrepreneur needs to think about 3 pillars 
that are visualised in Venn diagram: 

•  Social 

•  Economic 

•  Environmental 

Image 1 source: 
https://www.thezeroshop.com/blog/thought-on-sustainability-and-zero-waste-shops  

3 pillars 



Image 1 source: 
https://www.thezeroshop.com/blog/thought-on-sustainability-and-zero-waste-shops  

•  Life-cycle of goods, extraction of raw 
materials, manufacture, processing, 
distribution, maintenance, repair, 
disposal… 

3 pillars 

•  Unpolluted air, clean water, fresh food, 
energy, raw materials, freshwater systems, 
land, atmosphere… 

•  Equal rights, social benefits, available 
decision making-process, good life 
standards… 



Key terms:  
Social, economic, environmental, sustainable, equitable, viable, actions 

 
Description: 
•  See Venn diagram and think about 3 pillars of ethical and sustainable thinking. 
•  Please come up with at least 3 practical actions (for each pillar) an entrepreneur can implement in their business 

process to attain ethical and sustainable thinking	

 
Reflection: 
•  How an entrepreneur can relate these aspects to their business? 
•  How these pillars can be turned into practical actions? 
•  How can the entrepreneur implement a certain action into business practice? 

 

Duration:   15min 

 

Pillars of ethical and 
sustainable thinking 



According to D.Mele (2012) there are certain privileges business acquires when the company is managed in ethical way, it: 
•  humanizes business; 
•  generates trust; 
•  fosters loyalty; 
•  favours social acceptance and reduces transaction costs; 
•  reinforces the manager’s moral habits; 
•  encourages responsibility to be more efficient and morally imaginative; 
•  develops ethical organisational cultures. 
 
Watch videos: – 3 ways sustainability is good for business (3min) 

 – How sustainability can save your business (3min)) 

Advantages of strategically ethical 
and sustainable thinking: 



Watch video: – A look at sustainable development goals (1min) 
 

Ultimate goals of sustainability 



Co-working and ethical and 
sustainable thinking: 
 

The core idea of co-working space is about sustainability itself. It aims to:    
•  Create change 
•  Envision solutions 
•  Communicate values 
•  Manage effective collaboration 
•  Imagine sustainable systems 
•  Reframe corporate thinking 
•  Apply sustainable practices: Connecting sustainability and design management 



Co-working phenomenon that 
leads to creation of ethical and 
sustainable workplaces 
 

•  Sharing principle/economy: physical space, supplies, resources 
•  Lowering wasteful resource consumption 
•  Economically viable: little maintenance, local materials, energy efficient tools 
•  Collaboration: transparency, inclusion, openness 
•  Creativity and ethical innovation in service, products that are produced 
•  Sense of community: people, interactions, relations 
•  Support, nourishing, contribution, continuity, 
•  Accessibility, availability, positivity, productivity 



Cocoon, Hong Kong 
•  Natural bamboo floor 
•  Non-toxic paints 
•  LED lights 
•  Drought-resistant plants 
•  Community development 
•  Incubator 
•  Product prototyping 
•  Bringing value 
•  Striving for sustainable future 

Sustainable co-working examples 

Image 3 & 4 source: https://www.hkcocoon.com/the-space.html  



Sustainable Valley, Australia 
•  Sustainability is a philosophy 
•  Networking, connections with philanthropists and 

impact investors 
•  A sense of belonging: CoMaking, CoDreaming, 

CoBuilding, CoLaughing, CoDoing, CoEating, 
CoDrinking, CoCelebrating 

•  Mindfulness and leadership coach 
•  Unique ecosystem of resources, inspiration, 

collaboration for positive impact of your work 

 

Sustainable co-working examples 

Image 5 & 6 source: https://sustainablevalley.co/about/  



Green Spaces, USA 
•  More than 160 solar panels on the roofs 
•  LED lighting and solar-powered electricity sources 
•  Filtered water 
•  Car sharing 
•  Zero waste lifestyle 
•  Businesses addressing environmental and social 

impact  
•  Socially-conscious marketplace 
•  Living Walls 
•  Recycled and non-toxic products used for cleaning 

and paper supplies 
 

 

Sustainable co-working examples 

Image 7 & 8 source: https://www.greenspaces.com/photos-video/   



All previously mentioned examples followed certain rules to practice and offer sustainability 
and ethics in their co-working spaces: 
 
Integrate green approach 
•  Support businesses with ethical operations and sustainable goals 
•  Provide training and coaching 
•  Facilitate collaboration 
•  Provide connections 
 
Power of the community 
•  Attract like minded people 
•  Create a network of highly motivated individuals 
•  Support green movement, eco-friendly initiatives 
•  Manage your space according to same principles  
 
Use of latest sustainable technology 
•  Maintenance costs – heating, cooling, entrance cards 
•  Reuse the materials, decoration 
•  Maintain sustainable lifestyle 
 
 
 
 

Sustainable co-working examples 



Key terms:  
Ethics, sustainability, co-working, business environment, green movement, eco-friendly 
 
Description: 
•  Make an internet research of co-working spaces in your country/region. 
•  Choose one co-working space and study their way of work 
•  Note down what kind of actions your chosen co-working is following to be an ethical and sustainable work place 
•  Please suggest few actions the co-working place could implement to follow the ethical and sustainable business 

thinking 
•  Explain how your proposed actions would improve long-term sustainable business. 

 
Reflection: 
•  What kind of activities can attest that the business is sustainable? 
•  What kind of business activities can shift the working environment to sustainability? 
•  How the human resource activities can help business to become ethical and sustainable? 
•  What are the benefits of co-working spaces related to sustainable business? 

Duration:   40min 

 

Pillars of ethical and 
sustainable thinking 



•  Why is ethical and sustainable thinking important? 
•  Why ethical and sustainable thinking will bring positive change in the business?  
•  Can ethical and sustainable thinking encourage innovation? How? Why? 
•  What are the key actions that a co-working space could do in order to become ethical and sustainable business? 
•  How ethical and sustainable thinking influence co-working spaces? 

Questions for reflection: 



P L A N N I N G  Y O U R   
S T R A T E G Y  M O D U L E  4  
PLANNING AND MANAGEMENT, 
BUSINESS MODEL AND COPING WITH 
RISK AND UNCERTAINTY  



I C O N S  

L I S T  O F  C O N T E N T  

L E A R N I N G  M A T E R I A L  

A C T I V I T Y  

A D D I T I O N A L  M A T E R I A L  



Outline 
•  Strategic planning 
•  Management 
•  Business model 
•  Business model and plan for co-working  
•  Monitoring and KPIs 
•  Copying with risk and uncertainty 
 



Learning objectives 
•  To learn about the different phases of strategic planning 
•  To learn about key management priorities  
•  To understand concepts such as business model  and 

apply them to coworking;  
•  To learn how to generate, test and validate a new 

business model  
•  To discover about coworking KPIs and to learn how to 

measure them 
•  To learn about principles and strategies for risk 

management 



Setting up a strategy 
In order for a coworking to strengthen or 
improve its position on the market, it is needed 
to set up a strategy.  
The strategic planning will support 
management and point a direction towards 
the future evolution of the company. Indeed, it 
will provide the major guidelines to achieve. 
During the process of setting up the strategy, it 
is necessary to make a clear reading of the 
organization, in order to define ways to achieve 
the company goals. Although there are several 
ways to define a strategy, the most commonly 
used phases are presented herein. 



Phases of strategic planning 



The mission is the written statement of the 
global orientation of the enterprise, the reason 
of its existence. 
The vision is the desired direction, the place the 
company wants to reach in the middle or long 
term. 

Definition of mission 
and vision 



SWOT analysis 



 
The SWOT analysis identifies the Strengths and Weaknesses of 
the company and the Opportunities and Threats of the 
market. 
 
•  Internal environment: identification of the main 

strengths and weaknesses of the business that are 
directly related to the performance of the enterprise. It 
should be evaluated periodically. 

•  External environment: detailed analysis of 
opportunities, such as new technological 
developments or new distribution channels, as well as 
threats, such as the entry of new competitors or legal 
constraints. Not controlled by the enterprise. 

 

Internal and external 
environment 



•  The objectives should be rational, measurable, and it should be possible to 
compare them over time. 

•  Traditional enterprises focus their objectives in increasing profitability or sales 
growth. 

•  Coworking should also focus on: community  

Setting objectives 



Formulate and implement 
the strategy 
The strategy indicates how the enterprise will achieve the objectives. Michael Porter 
identified three generic types of strategies: 

►  Cost leadership: the enterprise works towards the minimization of production and 
distribution costs, in order to practice lower selling prices than the competition; 

►  Differentiation: the enterprise aims to have a superior performance in a given area, 
with high levels of quality comparing to competitors; 

►  Focus: the enterprises focuses its attention in a market niche or in a small market 
segment, so as to know and please the best possible its target. 

The successful implementation of the strategy will depend on several factors, such as the 
strategy itself, the business structure or the management style. 



Control 

After the implementation of the strategy, it is crucial to control its evolution and 
evaluate the results achieved over time. 
 
The enterprise should be prepared to be adjusted to new challenges and situations 
that may change through time, in order to meet the objectives settled. 



Management: 
Orientation toward success 
The persistence of the individual to achieve targets and personal objectives (in this case, to 
launch a business) 
As an entrepreneur and coworking startupper you have to know where you want to get to 
and be prepared to do everything necessary to get there. For this reason this capacity 
relates with others such as willingness to properly complete tasks that have been started 
and vitality and enthusiasm to achieve goals in the long-run. 



Management: 
Organizational capacity 
An ability to plan from day to day and manage timetables is always important but it 
becomes fundamental when you create a business. When self-employed you will work in 
the form of multi-tasking. You will be: 
the secretary, sending correspondence;  
publicity specialist, sending press-releases and preparing presentations;  
sales representative, making sales calls and visits;  
you will need, also, to develop all things connected to your product or service (such as 
logistics and planning for future activities). 



A capacity for organization will also prove decisive in 
managing a team.  
 
The team will be dealing with various roles within the 
business, all of which should be working towards the same 
final objective. Your ability to motivate, lead, organize and 
delegate tasks will therefore be fundamental. 
 

How will you cope 
with so many tasks? 

managing time and 
prioritising 

keep a balance 
between personal 
and professional 

lives 



Management: 
Prioritize 
In good organisation the first step is to prioritize: 
To select the urgent and important things and separate them from things that can be 
postponed.  
It is vital to know the difference between the urgent but not important tasks and the 
important tasks that are not urgent: 
Urgency is the necessity to do something immediately; 
Importance is that which is transcendental for our ultimate objectives. 
 

Impossibile visualizzare l'immagine. La memoria del computer potrebbe essere insufficiente per aprire l'immagine oppure l'immagine potrebbe essere danneggiata. Riavviare il computer e aprire di nuovo il file. Se viene visualizzata di 
nuovo la x rossa, potrebbe essere necessario eliminare l'immagine e inserirla di nuovo.



Management: 
Managing resources 

Promote A Sense 
Of Community 

Keep Employees 
Motivated and 

Productive 
Share Data and 

Progress 

To find a way around 
possibility of 

distractions by 
keeping employee 

on tasks 

More social 
interaction Privacy problems 



Management: 
Managing resources 

To leverage the community 
benefits 

 
To use digital tools - 

Enterprise collaboration tools, 
Content management 

system, Forums and blogs  
 

To address knowledge 
management 

To engage in business 
branding 

To organise extra activities To manage noise and 
interruptions 

To allow employees to 
personalise their workstations 

To avoid the set-and-forget 
approach 



Key terms:  
Thinking of business model rather than business plan, Brainstorming and team work.  
 
Description: 
Split in more than one group based on interests affinity and create your business model definition.  
The business model dates back to the earliest days of business and can be defined in different ways. 
What is common in the different definitions of the business model-discussion among participants:  
• To help stakeholders understand and clearly articulate how a business is configured so that it creates, 
delivers, capture value and make money; 
• To guarantee the sustainability of the company.  

Reflection: 
What do you thing are the most important aspects that are influencing our business?  
 

Duration:  30 minutes.  

 

 

 
Read more here: https://hbr.org/2015/01/what-is-a-business-model 

 

 

What is a business model? 



What do you see in this photo? Try to define the 9 squares and give them a title. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Source: https://www.ses-project.eu/en/downloads#106-o3-program-toolkit-training-program-teaching-materials 
Video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QoAOzMTLP5s 
	

  

Tamplate: What is and How is the 
Canvas business model shaped? 



Canvas business model 

It was created by Alex Osterwalder and Yves Pigneur. 
 
It is a strategic management and entrepreneurial tool. It allows you to describe, 
design, challenge, invent, and pivot your business model. 
 
It has a graphical representation which is represented by 9 blocks-elements 
describing a firm or product/service’s value proposition, infrastructure, customers 
and finances.  
 
To fill in all blocks, some questions are provided. 
 
 
 
 
 



Canvas business model 

Figure 2 
Source: https://www.kobansky.it/startup/business-model-canvas-che-cose-quando-e-perche-utilizzarlo/ 
 



Canvas business model: 
Value proposition 

The value proposition represents the core of the business model. It can be defined 
as the factor that differentiate your product/service/idea from its competitors.  
 
It is the first thing to decide when creating the business model; all other blocks 
depend on the value proposition chosen. 
 
The value proposition permits to understand the scalability of a business.  
 
 
 
 
 
 



Canvas business model: 
Value proposition 

These two blocks should describe: 
•  the target customers; 
•  the relationship between the company and the costumers. 
 



Canvas business model: 
Channels 

The term “channels” refers to three different facets of making connections: 
•  Communication: channels you use to communicate with your potential 

customers;  
•  Sales: where buyers and sellers agree on the transaction;  
•  Logistics: channels you use to physically deliver your product solution to the 

customer. 



Canvas business model: 
Key resources, key partners and key activities 

These three blocks should describe:  
•  Resources: anything within your control that can be leveraged to create and 

market your value proposition; 
•  Partners: partners, which may help you to achieve your target group and the 

planned market share; 
•  Activities: key processes that are required to weave together your resources with 

those offered by your partners to deliver the value proposition, manage channels 
and relationships, and generate revenues. 



Canvas business model: 
Revenues and costs 

These three blocks should describe:  
 
§  Revenues: 

•  operating revenue;  
•  non-operating revenue.  

§  Costs: 
•  Manufacturing costs vs Non-Manufacturing costs; 
•  Direct costs vs Indirect costs; 
•  Variable costs vs Fixed costs. 



Structuring the business model 

The creation of a business model is not always an easy and linear process; several 
actions have to be performed and most of the times integrations and changes are 
necessary. 
 
The first steps to create a business model are: 
•  Definition/investigation of customers; 
•  Definition of the value proposition.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Definition/investigation 
of customers 
The first step in this process is 
  
Learning about the customer: 
•  Observation  
•  Interview 
•  Field research 



Key terms:  
Analysing users; developoing empathy with users 
 
Description: 
An empathy map is a collaborative tool teams can use to gain a deeper insight into their customers. Much 
like a user persona, an empathy map can represent a group of users, such as a customer segment. Visualizing 
user attitudes and behaviors in an empathy map helps user experience development to align on a deep 
understanding of end users. The mapping process also reveals any holes in existing user data. Empathy 
mapping can be driven by any method of qualitative research (and can be sketched even if research is 
lacking). 	
1.  The purpose of this activity is to create empathy map for users of coworking space. 
2.  The participants should be split in groups 
3.  Together watch the video: h#ps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kAdbbsZolOw 
4.  Each group has to fill out empathy map template. 
	
Reflection: 
Why do you think is important to know your users? 
How did you select your ideal user? 
 

Duration:  30 minutes.  

 

 

Read more here: https://www.nngroup.com/articles/empathy-mapping/ 

 

 

Empathy map 



Knowing your customer: template 

Interpretation: 
Develop empathy map by 
analysing your coworkers  

Figure 4 
Source: https://www.uxpin.com/studio/blog/the-practical-guide-to-empathy-maps-creating-a-10-minute-persona/  
Video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kAdbbsZolOw 
	



Definition of the value proposition 

Value proposition is extremely important for our business to be successful  
 
To define the value proposition, it is important to: 
•  understand the different customers segments; 
•  choose  the right communication channels. 



Validating the business model 

Key questions are:  
1.  Does it work?  
2.  Do the revenues outweigh the costs?  
3.  What are the risks?  
4.  What parts of the business model are most critical for your business to grow in a profitable manner?  
5.  Are there things that can or should be changed to strengthen the business model or reduce its risk?  

 
 
To validate the business model, it is important to clarify the assumptions for all 9 blocks. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



•  What is your vision? 
Why do you want to open the new space? To make profit? To cross-finance your own startup? To help your 
local community? 
•  What type of problem exists that you are solving? 
Are you in an area that has a high demand for workspace? Is there no real coworking space in your area? Are 
you in an area that has many empty building which can be transformed into coworking spaces? 

•  What is your business goal? 

q Break even after X months; 

q Generate €X of revenue. 

How do you plan to reach those? i.e. how many desks do you need to rent in what time? 

Think about your Coworking Spaces 
and its business model 



•  What type of shared workspace are you? 
Would you consider your space as a premium facility in the market or rather an affordable solution for freelancers? 
Are  you looking to attract primarily individuals or small teams and start-ups? 
 
•  Business opportunity 
If the space is fully leased, how many desks can you charge?  
How much revenue can your space generate? Here you’d need to calculate the number of hot desks vs the number 
of permanent desks. 
How do you expect your financial plan to look like?  



•  How does your team look like? 
Why do you have an advantage over others to open the space? Do you already have 50 people who’d like to join? 
Did you get a good lease on prime real estate? Are you a real estate developer turned coworker? 
Who will be managing the technology? Who will be managing the operations? In-house, outsource or yourself? 
 
•  What is the investment needed? 
Set up cost, plenty of including cost for infrastructure like routers, internet, the lease itself, renovation, furniture, 
utilities etc. 
Ongoing operations: cost for software to run the space, ongoing maintenance, salaries, etc. 
Opening cost: market your launch event, plan your event 
It may be hard to estimate all costs accurately, so here is a good resource by Alex Hillman on how much it costs to 
start a coworking space. 



Co-working KPIs 
•  What are your coworking specific objectives? Like most businesses, your end goal is most likely a 

profit goal. Once you know your profit margins and your expenses, you will likely focus on the 
revenue goal that will, after subtracting expenses, yield the profit goal you’ve set. 

•  What do we measure to ensure that each month we’re making progress that, if continued over 
time, will lead us to our year-end goal? Get your sales targets documented so that you know what 
you need to sell each month to hit your revenue number.  

•  Figure out how to collect the data to track these metrics: Your CRM or space management 
platform may provide reports that contain the data that you need as inputs to your KPI 
dashboard. If some data is missing, see if you can find a way to get fields or reports added  into 
software you already use. If you can’t get it from current systems, find a way to collect the data 
manually - i.e., an Excel document or Google Sheet. 

•  Systematize the process of collecting and reviewing the data: When you track KPIs, your business 
will have better outcomes, generally in the form of more revenue and better member retention 
and that’s good for the whole team. Tracking your KPI’s will give your team the tools they need to 
know whether or not the processes and systems they have in place are delivering the results they 
need to reach their goals.  

•  Determine what levers you can pull to impact the metrics that drive results in your business. Once 
you’ve done some analysis, determine what you can do to get back on track. Make the change, 
continue to track the metric and learn what changes are effective at improving your numbers. 



Monitoring 
You have, or will have, put tons of thought into the layout of your coworking space, but until it's 
populated you won't really know how your members use the space and what needs tweaking. 
Because of this, monitoring use is essential for improvements. 
 
"Observe how things are working and how people are using the space well," suggests McCarthy. 
 
"For example, people were often uncomfortable making phone calls in a communal space so would 
either go [outside], do them in corridors, etc. So observing this and putting soft furniture in spaces 
where they go and assigning a small room for private calls just improved the environment for the 
caller and made it less disruptive for the other co-workers." 



Coping with risk and uncertainty  
Risk Taking 

 
Predisposition to not seek to avoid situations simply because they imply a level of 
uncertainty or potential risk 
 
An entrepreneur should be able to take risks (although they should always be calculated).  
The process of creating a company should not be approached in a random manner. A good 
entrepreneur should analyze the environment, design the product or service according to 
the needs identified, analyze the viability of the business and establish projected results for 
the operation. 
 
It is of course counterproductive to assume too much risk where the reality does not allow 
for it. Therefore, you must know how to calculate the risk in each decision taken and, of 
course, avoid those risks that are unnecessary. A good business person knows that there is 
always an aspect of risk of failure inherent in the process of achieving goals. 



Risk Management: basic concepts 

•  A risk is a possible situation that could materially affect your operation (if it occurs).  
•  In project management, a risk is some future event that happens with some probability 

and results in a change, either positive or negative, to the project. 
•  In community management, a risk is an uncertain event (or set of events), which, if it 

occurs, affects the objectives of the community owner negatively. 
•  Risk management is a process that identifies loss exposures faced by an organization and 

selects the most appropriate techniques for treating such exposure. 
 



Risk Management: process 

Figure 5 
Source: https://www.theirm.org/media/886059/ARMS_2002_IRM.pdf  

Figure 6 
Source: https://www.theirm.org/media/886059/ARMS_2002_IRM.pdf  



Risk Management: strategies 

Figure 8 
Source: https://opentextbc.ca/projectmanagement/wp-content/uploads/sites/3/2014/06/risk-management-options.jpg  

Figure 7 
Source: https://opentextbc.ca/projectmanagement/wp-content/uploads/sites/3/2014/06/risk-management-options.jpg 
 



Risk Management: strategies, 
responding to negative risk 

Strategy  Description Example  
Avoidance  Reducing the likelihood that risk will occur Risk that we will be late or over budget because we do not have experience 

community management. Avoidance technique: bring in a consulting expert 
with experience in this field. 

Mitigating Reducing the impact that a risk will create if it 
occurs 

Risk that the new online application will not receive the correct data from a 
client (calling application). Mitigation technique: creation of exception 
processing to deal with these situations without crashing 

Transfering Moving the impact of a risk (if it occurs) to an 
external party 

Risk that your customers will not understand how to use your product and will 
need support. Risk Transfer technique: set up a lower-cost-per-hour Help Desk 
to provide support. 

Accepting Deciding to accept the consequences 
(impact) of a risk if it occurs (documenting a 
risk and the decision to accept its potential 
consequences are needed) 

Risk that using a new technology will cause more overtime debugging and 
testing. Risk acceptance technique: using the technology and pressing the 
team to do the overtime work. 



Risk Management: strategies, 
responding to negative risk 

Strategy  Description Example  

Exploitation Ensuring everything is in place to increase the 
probability of the occurrence of the risk 

Developing a project management team with mist talented staff 

Sharing Exploiting this risk is not possible without 
collaboration 

Subcontracting some tasks to a firm with technical experience to exploit new 
opportunity  

Enhancing Identifying the root cause of a positive risk so 
that you can maximize its drivers 

In order for you to get a business deal, your workforce needs to have 
substantial negotiation skills. You can enhance the positive risk (opportunity) 
by training your workforce on this subject 

Accepting Accepting a positive risk (new opportunity) 
without pursuing it 

Discounted equipment or material costs 



Additional material 
and resources: 
•  Online Marketing Tips & Tools for Coworking Spaces and shared office spaces 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VFyEx1HyfPU 
 
•  Osterwalder explaining the Business Model Canvas 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RzkdJiax6Tw&t=107s 
 
•  "As a community management in a Coworking space, I'm like a curator" 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2nfa7ghafX8 
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Learning objectives 
•  The aim of this module is to explain what is marketing 

and digital marketing, how important they are for the 
growth of the coworking space, and what is the process of 
setting up an effective marketing plan using techniques 
such as the SWOT and PEST analysis.   

•  The main aim of the activities presented in this module is 
to develop and improve skills and competence related to 
marketing concept, critical thinking and teambuilding for 
a coworking space.  



What is marketing? 
Marketing is the activity, set of institutions, and processes for 
creating, communicating, delivering, and exchanging 
offerings that have value for customers, clients, partners, and 
society. 
(American Marketing Association, December 2009) 
 
 
 
Going some decades back, on 1964, the father of modern 
management, Peter Drucker defined 
 

“The aim of marketing is to know and understand the 
customer so well the product or service fits him and sells 

itself.”  
(Peter F. Drucker, 1964) 

 
 



What is marketing? What is not marketing? 



Key terms: Teambuilding, Creativity, Ideas exchange, team-working 

Description: 
This is a creative activity and focuses in team building that brings participants close together by working on 

something similar. It is important for people to have fun while going through this exercise. Encourage 
participants to share their ideas together and get inspired by looking at other people’s approach. 

1.  The purpose of this activity is to create a team, exchange ideas and enhance the participant’s artistic 
side.  

2.  The participants should be spit in 3 groups of 7. 
3.  Each group will have a paper and color pens in their availability, and have to choose which symbols 

they will use 
4.  Each group has to design a logo for the same coworking space.. 
5.  Once the drawing of the logos is finished, each group has to present the logo and explain the idea 

behind to the rest coworking space team and customers. 

Reflection: 
What do you think of your creations?  

How much did you enjoy the process?  
Did anyone include any symbols in their designs?  
What were they?  
What do you think of these symbols and how do you relate to them? Which logo was the most impressive?  
 
Duration:   55min  
Here you can find more information about the Stylish logos Activity: 
https://www.skillsconverged.com/FreeTrainingMaterials/tabid/258/articleType/ArticleView/articleId/1012/
categoryId/137/Creativity-Exercise-Stylish-Logos.aspx  

 

 

Stylish Logos 



Forms of marketing 
Considering the concept of the co-working Space as a type of a business, we will mainly focus 
on two forms of marketing:  
v Business (co-working) to Business marketing – B2B 
v Business (co-working) to Customers marketing – B2C 
 

B2C marketing: refers to the marketing of 
products and services to individual people 

to use in their everyday life. 

B2B marketing: refers to the marketing of 
products and services to other businesses 

and organizations 

As customers in a coworking space we can consider the following five main categories: 
➀ Independent professionals ➁ Freelancers ➂ Start-ups ➃ Temporary costumers ➄ Costumers 
using the space & facilities for a certain period  
    



The differences between B2B & B2C  
marketing can be described by 6 key factors: 

Promotion of business supporting 
services 

Informative content 

Target to small audience 

Based on long relationships 

Logical decision making 

Low-medium level of risk 

Use of coworking services 

Entertaining content 

Target to large audience 

Based on short relationships 

Emotional decision making 

Medium-high level of risk 

B2B B2C 



Factors that influence 
customers’ behavior 
Customers’ behavior is influenced by many things, including environmental, 
personal and psychological factors and culture.  
Usually, businesses such as the coworking spaces are trying to figure out trends so 
they can reach the people most likely to rent a place/room and use their facilities for 
a certain period.  
These type of businesses are also trying to influence customers’ behavior with things 
that they can control such as the design of the coworking space, the colors, the 
furnitures, the equipment and it features (computers, projector, ..etc.), shops that 
might be places inside the space (e.g. cafeteria) and so forth. 

Source: https://coworkinginsights.com 
 



In order for a coworking space to influence customers’ behavior, it should create 
a “need” which will be involved in the customers decision making process. It is 
the recognition of a need that creates a want. This “need” might include some of 
the following stages. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
To achieve this the environment of the co-working spaces plays a significant key 
role. A functional and desirable co-working environment must include:  

 
 

Recognition of the 
need 

Choice of 
involvement level 

Indemnification of 
alternatives 

Evaluation of 
alternatives 

Decision – choice 
made 

✔ A Reception Area 
✔ Meeting Rooms 
✔ Attractive & functional workplace 

✔ Space utilization 
✔ Events offering 
✔A café 

✔ Noise levels 
✔ Technology solutions (e.g. computers) 
✔ WIFI 



Digital marketing 

Digital marketing is any form of marketing products or services that involves digital 
media.  Digital marketing can be done both online and offline.   

ONLINE 

Search engine optimization 
(SEO) 

Search engine marketing (SEM) 

Website Marketing 

Pay-per-click advertising (PPC) 

Social Media Marketing (SMM) 

Content marketing 

Affiliate marketing 

Email marketing 

Video Production 

OFFLINE 

Television Marketing 

Radio Marketing 

Phone Marketing 



Benefits of  
Digital marketing 

Target the right 
audience 

Reach the right 
Audience 

Measurable 
Results Cost-Effective 

Global reach 
National & 

International 

Grow you 
coworking 
space fast 



Key terms: Teambuilding, Critical thinking, Digital Marketing Canvas 
 
Description: 
This is a practical activity which will help participants to understand what is Digital Marketing and how to 
develop it by using the canvas. This activity will help participants to work together, improve their critical 
thinking in order to reach the same goal - marketing growth. 
1.  The purpose of this activity is to create the Digital Marketing Canvas for the same coworking space. 
2.  The participants should be spit in 3 groups of 7. 
3.  Each group will have in their availability color pens and a Digital Marketing canvas template. 
4.  Each group has to fill the empty boxes of the paper. 
5.  Each group has to present their work to the rest coworking space marketing team.  

 

Reflection: 
Why do you think is important to create a Digital Marketing Canvas? 
Which canvas was more impressive and close a coworking space concept? 
Did you ever write a digital marketing canvas before? 
What would you share to someone about this activity? 
 
Duration:   50min  
Read more here: https://www.digitalmarketingcanvas.co/ 

 

 

Digital Marketing Canvas 



Marketing Strategy 

The marketing strategy helps to identify the co-working customers, understand their 
needs, and implement the most effective marketing methods. 
To achieve this, you will need to create a flexible strategy that can respond to 
changes in customers’ demands. 
To start creating your marketing strategy you will need to identify which are the 
strengths and the weaknesses of your co-working space. SWOT analysis is a useful 
technique that will help you to have a clear image of your reputation in the 
marketplace. 
Once, you have finished the SWOT analysis, you have to form your Marketing Plan, 
but before going there lets see some demands that are needed to be taken into 
consideration.  

- What you do well? 
- What make you unique? 
- What technologies do you use? 
- What makes your design differentiate from others? 
- Do you have a strong partnership? 
- Do you have a community? 

- What your competitors do better that you? 
- Which areas need to be improve in your space? 
- Is your location to a small population area? 
- Will you need more resources in your space?  

Anything happening outside which might actually benefit 
you if you take advantage of it? 
- What opportunities exists in your close environment? 
- What trends or conditions may positively impact you? 

Anything happening outside which you need to be able to 
defend yourself from? 
- Who are your potential competitors? 
- What trends or conditions may negatively impact you? 
 



Key terms: Teambuilding, Critical thinking, SWOT analysis 
 
Description: 
This is a practical activity which will help participants to understand what is a SWOT analysis and how they can do it. 
This activity will help participants to work together, improve their critical thinking in order to reach the same goal - 
marketing growth. 
1.  The purpose of this activity is to create a SWOT analysis for the same co-working space. 
2.  The participants should be spit in 3 groups of 5 and I group of 6. 
3.  Each group will have in their availability color pens and a SWOT Analysis template. 
4.  Each group has to fill the empty boxes of the paper. 
5.  Each group has to present their work to the rest co-working space marketing team.  

 

Reflection: 
What do you thing are the most important strengths , weaknesses, opportunities and threats of the co-working space? 
Which SWOT analysis was more impressive and close a co-working space concept? 
Did you ever write a SWOT analysis before? 
What would you share to someone about this activity? 
 
Duration:   65min  
Read more here: https://www.tut.fi/ms/muo/vert/1_orienting%20_phase/pdlri_msp_swotanalysis.html 

 

 

SWOT Analysis 



Marketing Mix 

Marketing mix means putting the right product (or service), in the right place, at the 
right price, and at the right time. 
 
The benefits of the Marketing Mix for a co-working spaces are: 
ü It facilitates to communication process. 
ü It guides to improve your co-working space. 
ü It helps in differentiation. 
ü It Informs the costumers about the product, services or facilities that the co-working 
space is provided. 

4Ps 

Product 

Place 

Price 

Promotion 



Product 
A product, or a service, refers to a good that the co-working offer to the 
customers. It’s also the experience that users or customers have with this 
product or service. In developing the right service (or product), you have to 
answer to the following questions: 
- What the customers need from your product? 
- How and where will they use it? 
- What problem does it solve? 
- What attracts people to your service?  
 

Place 
A place refers to the distribution or placement of the product or service. 
You have to position the service or the product in a place that is accessible 
to potential customers/byers.  
Some important questions that your have to answer are: 
- Where do your customers look for your service or product? 
- Will it be sold in your space or exclusively online? 
 

Price 
The price of a service is the amount that the customer pays in order to have 
it in his/her own availability. It’s critical to choose the right price. The price 
has a big impact on the entire marketing strategy. There are some pricing 
strategies that usually businesses use: competitive, economy, discount e.t.c 
Some important questions that your have to answer are: 
- What is the customers’ perceived service value? 
- Are there established price points for services or products in the area? 
- How will your price compare with your competitors 
 

Promotion 
Promotion is very important component of marketing as it can increase the 
co-working recognition and sales. In the following slides you can find what 
are the key elements in promotion and how you can adapt them following 
your co-working needs.  
 

Read more about the marketing mix 4P’s here: https://marketingmix.co.uk/ 



Let’s see how the Marketing Mix creates value! 



Nevertheless, the marketing mix itself is not enough, 
because it does not consider the client behavior  and 
does not mention building relationships with the 
customers that is the major focus of marketing.   
Consequently, we have to expand the marketing mix 
including some extra components that should be 
taken into account while setting up a marketing 
campaign with Marketing Mix’s help. 

Product, Service or Idea Place Price Promotion 

Functionality Location List Price 
 

Media 

Quality Facilities Discounts Advertising 

Appearance Convenience 
 

Special Offers 

Uniqueness Communication 



Key terms: Goal setting, Productivity  
 
Description: 
This is a powerful exercise that helps participants see if they have been efficient as their own goals and ambitions are 
concerned.  
 
1.  The purpose of this activity think of what you have done recently and compare it with you want to be doing. 
2.  Provide to each participant 2 papers.  
3.  Each participant has to write 10 things he/she did yesterday (whatever comes to their minds that remind them 

yesterday) 
4.  On the second paper the participants have to write what they want to have achieved in 5 years  in their career 
5.  Each participant have to compare the two lists. Ideally, what they did yesterday should match or contribute 

towards what they want to achieve in the future. If there is not much of a match, their day has not been well 
spent as far as their own goals and ambitions are concerned. 

6.  Each participant should describe the activities by Important/Urgent. 

Reflection: 
What do you think about the way you spent your day and your goals?  
Are you happy with the comparison?  
What needs to change?  
What should you do tomorrow to get closer to your goals? 
What did you think of this exercise?  
 
Duration:   45min  
Read more here: 
https://www.skillsconverged.com/FreeTrainingMaterials/tabid/258/articleType/ArticleView/articleId/1145/Evaluate-Your-
Yesterday.aspx 

 

 

Evaluate your Yesterday 



Segmentation 

Segmentation, which is also used as market segmentation, is the process of dividing the 
potential customers into smaller groups, or segments, based on qualities or 
characteristics that they have in common, such as age, gender, income or behavior. 
 
The importance of segmentation is that: 
ü It saves time and money 
ü It builds better relationships with customers 
   Market Segmentation 

 



Let’s see what is Market Segmentation 
in more details! 



The 4 basic pillars of market segmentation are: 

Geographics Demographics  Psychographics Behavioral 
Country Age Interests Usage rate 

City Gender Values Usage situation 

Population Education Personality Customers’ status 

Climate Family Size Activities Benefits sought 

Language Occupation Life Style 

Income 



Marketing Channels 
As we mentioned above, a co-working space can be promoted both by online and offline channels. 
But, lets see some examples of the most world wide used channels in co-working spaces around 
the world. 

 
The first and most important channel is the website, even if some businesses don’t consider it as a 
channel. The website offer the a good first impression and it can clearly represent the space, the 
services and the general information of what it can offer to the potential clients and businesses.  
For this reason, you should pay attention to the layout of your site as well as the colors and graphics 
that you use in your site design. 

Check out some website ideas of co-working spaces 
The Cube, Athens – Greece https://thecube.gr/ 
Flow Coworking, Tromso – Norway http://www.flownorway.com/ 
Poligon , Ljubljana – Slovenia http://www.poligon.si/en/ 
Utopicus , Madrid – Spain https://www.utopicus.es/en 
Talent Garden, Rome – Italy https://talentgarden.org/ 
The mill Riga , Riga – Latvia http://millriga.com/ 
 

          Website 
 



The second important channel are the social media 
accounts & apps. It might be many of them, but the 
most used by users-customers which are remaining 
through the last years are: 1) Facebook, 2) YouTube 
and 3) Instagram. 
The process of creating a social media account is 
very fast and easy, and it helps you to reach a wider 
audience. 

The third important channel is the E-mail 
Marketing. E-mail marketing is a direct way to 
inform your customers about your services or 
events, and it’s always up to date and a part of your 
identity. 

             E-mail 
 

        Social media 
 

Read more about the most effective marketing channels here! 



Forming your Marketing Plan 
The Marketing Plan explains how to put your strategy into action. It will help to set 
marketing tasks, deadlines and the estimated budget needed. It will also describe how 
to reach the target audience, at what time and by using which methods. Typically, a 
marketing plan will include: 

To learn more on how to create a marketing 
plan for your co-working space, follow this
 link where you can find a step by step guide 
which is also including free templates in order 
to help you on the process of development.  

An overview of your coworking marketing goals 

A timeline of the tasks needed to completed and at what 
time 

Indicators that your coworking space will follow 

A description of your customers needs 



Last, another important and useful aspect to 
include in your Marketing Plan is the PEST analysis. 
  
A PEST analysis concentrates on four factors in an 
business external environment, Political, Economic, 
Social and Technological factors. The PEST analysis 
will need to be formed for each country-specific 
needs. Let’s take a look at some examples of the 
factors that might be considered in a PEST analysis.   
 

• Demographics 
• Class structure 
• Education 
• Culture 
• Interests 

• Technological 
development 

• Level of innovation 
• Automation 

• Type of the 
economic system  

• Exchange rates 
• Economic growth 
rate 

• Pricing regulations 
• Taxation  policy 
• Legal framework 
for contractor  

• Trade regulations 

Political Economic 

Social Technological 



Summary 
In recent years, marketing has changed a lot since it has becoming more complex and 
more difficult to process.  
Regardless the situation, there are some useful tools and techniques which can bring 
spectacular results. The knowledge of the target audience and it needs, the special 
offers, the creation of a work group and the choice of a price are some of the things that 
should be defined at the very beginning. Within this process it could help a SWOT, PEST 
analysis, which digital media your co-working will run, a marketing strategy and a 
marketing plan, and of course the form that your co-working will follow. Remember 
never start a campaign if you not have test it first. 
 
 
 



How to conduct a PEST analysis for 
your co-working space! 



Key terms: Teambuilding, Critical thinking, PEST analysis 
 
Description: 
This is a practical activity which will help participants to understand what is PEST analysis and how to develop it by 
using the canvas. This activity will help participants to work together, improve their critical thinking in order to reach 
the same goal - marketing growth. 
 
1.  The purpose of this activity is to create the PEST analysis for the same co-working space. 
2.  The participants should be spit in 3 groups of 7. 
3.  Each group will have in their availability color pens and a PEST analysis canvas. 
4.  All groups have to watch the video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mCdcdf-b8AU 
5.  Each group has to fill the empty boxes of the paper. 
6.  Each group has to present their work to the rest coworking space marketing team.  
 
Reflection: 
Why do you think is important to create a PEST analysis? 
Which analysis was more impressive and close to a co-working space concept? 
What would you share to someone about this activity? 
 
Duration:   55min  
Read more here: https://www.tuzzit.com/en/canvas/PEST_analysis 

 

 

PEST Analysis 



References: 
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•  Skills Converged Ltd. (2019). Marketing Training Exercises and Resources. 

https://www.skillsconverged.com/ 
•  Marketing Schools. Types of Marketing. 

http://www.marketing-schools.org 
•  Can-Indian channel on YouTube. MBA 101: marketing. 

https://www.youtube.com/user/pavan2208/featured 
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https://www.quora.com 
•  Web Strategies. The 7 types of the online marketing https://webstrategies.com 
•  Student’s life on YouTube. What is not marketing 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCRO_WSr2eXjVBG8VoQ6kelA/videos 
•  NeilPatel. Digital Marketing – A step by step guide 

https://neilpatel.com 
•  Marketing Mix. The marketing mix 4P’s and 7P’s 

https://marketingmix.co.uk/ 
•  NET MBA. Pest analysis 

http://www.netmba.com 
•  Marketing donut. Marketing Strategy 

https://www.marketingdonut.co.uk/ 
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https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCixRv4BVgl-O1mCN2DjHuuQ 
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F I N A N C E  M O D U L E  6  
FINANCIAL LITERACY, FINANCIAL PLAN, MANAGING 
FINANCE OF CO-WORKING SPACE 



I C O N S  

L I S T  O F  C O N T E N T  

L E A R N I N G  M A T E R I A L  

A C T I V I T Y  

A D D I T I O N A L  M A T E R I A L  



Outline 
•  Assumptions 
•  Business model and cashflow 
•  Profit and loss vs. cash flow 
•  Break‐even Analysis 
•  Business Ratios & Risk Assessment 
•  Harvest Strategy 



Important assumptions  
and Financial Plan 
•  Common mistake among business owners: Failing to 

collect and analyze basic financial data. 

•  Many entrepreneurs run their companies without any 
kind of financial plan. 

•  Only 11% of business owners analyze their companies’ 
financial statements as part of the managerial planning 
process. 

•  Financial planning is essential to running a successful 
business and is not that difficult! 



•  When starting a coworking business, you should create a 
financial model before you open the space or even sign 
a rent contract. 

•  This allows you to gauge whether you have sufficient 
funds to open the business and whether the business 
itself is likely to bring in sufficient revenue. 

•  To create your coworking space financial model, you 
have to know some basics of the financial plan, revenue 
streams, as well as the costs associated with it. 

Finance and co-working business 



Basic Idea on Finance 

   No money no fun 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aLwpuDpZm1k 



Business model  
and cash flow 

Business Model: A business model describes the rationale of how an organization 
creates, delivers, and captures value, in economic, social, cultural or other 
contexts. The process of business model construction is part of business 
strategy. 

 
 With other words: it merely describes the way in which a company deliver a 
value and makes money….  

 
Cashflow: Cash flow is the net amount of cash and cash-equivalents being 

transferred into and out of a business. 
 

Investopedia.com 2015 



 
 
 
 
Examples: 
“A restaurant's business model is to make money by cooking and serving food to 
hungry customers. “ 
 
“A website's business model might not be so clear, as there are many ways in which 
these types of companies can generate revenue - some make money (or at least try 
to) by providing a free service and then selling advertising to other companies, while 
others might sell a product or service directly to online customers.” 
 



Costs 

In production, research, retail and accounting, a cost is the value of money that has 
been used up to produce something, and hence is not available for use anymore. 
 
Different types:  
 
•   Manufacturing Costs vs. Non-manufacturing Costs 
•   Direct costs vs. Indirect costs 
•   Variable costs vs. Fixed costs 
 

 



Revenue 

Revenue is the amount of money that is brought into a company by its business 
activities. 
 
Common classification of revenues is on:  

 Operating revenue vs. Non- Operating revenue 
 
Operating revenue is any revenue derived from the company's main business, such 
as the sale or service of its products. 
Non-operating revenue is revenue that does not originate from the company's 
operation of its primary business activity, but from some secondary income source.  
 

 



Key terms: revenue, costs, cashflow. 
 
Description: 
•  Think about possible costs and revenue streams. How could you describe them? 
•  Can you imagine what could generate your revenues in your co-working center (invoice issued)?  
•  Can you imagine what kind of cost you will need to pay (invoice received)? 
•  Come up with your own description of type of the costs/revenues. 
 
•  Reflection: 

What are your main costs?  
•  What about revenues 
•  Are costs and revenues balanced according to the amount? 
•  What can affect your costs in the future? 
•  How would you increase your revenues in the future? 
 
Duration:   30min  

 

 

Plan your cashflow 



Can you imagine what could generate your revenues in your co-working center (invoice issued)?  
 
Can you imagine what kind of cost you will need to pay (invoice received)? 
 

 

 

Exercise Template 

Cost structure  
 
What are the costs? How would you name 
them? 
 
 
Type? 
 

Revenue structure 
 
What are the revenues?  
 
 
Type? 



Plan your cashflow 

•  Most common revenue streams for coworking spaces are: Membership plans 
and space renting.  

•  Membership plans - you will have to carefully determine how many plans you 
want and what benefits to include in each. Estimate how many members you 
can accommodate in your planned space and how many, realistically, will sign 
up.  

•  Rents: dedicated offices, for either individuals or groups. If you offer them, you 
will need to determine the plans, including the costs and benefits. Think about 
short-term space leases, such as using meeting rooms for several hours on a 
given day.  



Projected Profit and Loss 

•  Income Statement is like “Moving picture.” 

Compares the firm’s costs (expenses) against its revenue over a period of time to 
show its net income (or loss): 

Net Income = Sales Revenue ‐ Costs •  Sales revenue > costs = profit (profit organisation, time to invest) •  Sales revenue < costs = loss (time to rethink) •  Sales revenue = costs = > non profit, social organisation (ask for sponsorship; EU 
funds…) 



Projecting costs  
of a co-working business 

•  Begin with the initial costs associated with setup. These will include any down 
payments or security deposits needed for renting the space, fees associated 
with registering as a business, and the cost of actually setting up the space. 
Include fees associated with an interior designer and the materials they need, 
such as furniture and paint. Don't forget to also include any costs associated 
with adjusting electric wiring or enhancing bathrooms. Include the initial costs 
for a copy/fax machine and printer, coffee machine, and any other kitchen 
equipment you will include, such as a fridge and microwave.  

Source: https://www.coworkingresources.org/blog/financial-model 



Projecting costs  
of a co-working business 

•  Operating costs of your coworking business: perhaps you can start with the 
monthly rent payment and overhead costs, such as electricity, water, and 
internet access. Don't forget to include the cost of any employees who are 
present in the space during the day, whether it’s someone who welcomes 
people and fixes minor issues with the printer or a janitor to clean the space 
each evening.  

•  There are also the costs associated with the benefits you provide to members. 
Factor in things like coffee, tea, snacks, and disposable or reusable dishes and 
utensils. Include bathroom supplies, such as toilet paper and soap, as well as 
cleaning supplies. Paper and ink for the printer. Don’t forget to include the 
cost of seats that remain empty.  



Co-working space 
Financial model 

•  To create your coworking space financial model, you need to make several 
assumptions; otherwise, calculations will be impossible. You will likely operate 
under the assumption that the market costs of items like coffee do not 
change dramatically. You will also assume that you can get a discount by 
purchasing repeat items, like snacks and bathroom supplies, in bulk. Other 
assumptions include the percentage of seats sold and the number of 
employees you will need.  



Break-even Analysis 

•  Breakeven point ‐ the level of operation at which a business neither earns a 
profit nor incurs a loss •  A useful planning tool because it shows entrepreneurs minimum level of 
activity required to stay in business •  With one change in the breakeven calculation, an entrepreneur can also 
determine the sales volume required to reach a particular profit target 



Break-even Analysis 

•  Break‐even analysis is a 
technique widely used 
by production 
management and 
management 
accountants. •  Break‐even point is the 
point at which cost or 
expenses and revenue 
are equal: there is no 
net loss or gain 



Testing your Financial Results 
When comparing your company’s results to your industry’s standards, ask the following questions: 
 
1.  Is there a significant difference in my company’s ratio and the industry average? 
2.  If so, is this a meaningful difference?   
3.  Is the difference good or bad? 
4.  What are the possible causes of this difference? What is the most likely cause? 
5.  Does this cause require that I take action? 
6.  If so, what action should I take to correct the problem? 



Financial Risk Assessment 
A description of critical risks that the firm may face, including potential problems and obstacles, as 
well as alternative courses of action to remedy the problems 



Additional material 
•  Preparing a financial plan: https://www.smartsheet.com/free-financial-planning-templates  
•  Business ratios calculations: https://www.bankrate.com/calculators/business/current-ratio.aspx  
•  Co-working manual: https://www.coworkingresources.org  
•  Financial risks: https://www.simplilearn.com/financial-risk-and-types-rar131-article  
•  Investopedia-helps you to understand financial terminology: https://www.investopedia.com/terms/c/cashflow.asp  
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MOBILISING OTHERS 
MANAGING TEAM 
SMART WORKING ENVIRONMENT 
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Learning objectives 
The goal of this module is to explain the meaning of “soft 
skills”, the difference between “soft” and “hard skills”, and to 
present the skills that are more important when it comes 
to managing a coworking space. 
 
The main goal of the activities presented in this module is 
to improve the skills that have been selected by coworking 
managers, generating self awareness and strengthening 
the partecipants’ skills through group practices. 



Methodology 
This module is structured with a learning by doing methodology: 
after a brief introduction and an explanation about the selected 
skills, the participants are asked to practice their skills through 
icebreaking activities, games and hands-on exercises that are all 
group-based.  



Evaluation questions 
PRE-TRAINING QUESTIONS 
 
-  Do you know the meaning of the term “soft skill”? 
-  Do you know the difference between soft and hard skills? 
-  Why are soft skills so important? 
-  What soft skills do you think you have? 
-  What soft skills you think are the most relevant in a coworking environment? 
 
 
POST-TRAINING QUESTIONS 
 
-  What soft skills do you think are the most important to keep practicing? 
-  What are the soft skills you used most during the activities? 
-  Are you satisfied with the final results? 
-  What could be improved in terms of activities ? Please explain how. 

 
More questions and additional resources inside the charts of each activity. 



Activities overview 
NAME IT 
WORKING WITH OTHERS - TIME: 50min. 

This exercise will be used as an icebreaking activity and 
will focus on being able to listen actively, to team up, to 
work together and to develop emotional intelligence. 
People will be split in 3 groups of 7 and they will be 
asked to come up with a name for their group that will 
have to identify them for one or more characteristic 
that they find relevant in defining them as a group. 
 
 

ROOM 101 
MOBILISING OTHERS - TIME: 70min. 

The purpose of this exercise is to practice your 
influential and persuasive skills in a competitive and fun 
debate focusing on communication skills like choosing 
positive language, being passionate and enthusiastic 
about one's case, showing 'benefits' to others, etc. 
We will use the Room 101 concept (as featured in the 
George Orwell novel ‘1984’) to argue against ridding the 
world of any annoying, pointless or unpleasant – things 
we would like to place into Room 101. 

CUP STACK 
MANAGING TEAM – TIME: 30min. 

This exercise aims to facilitate teamwork in a fun and 
judgement-free environment. It helps explore team 
work in a playful way, triggering creativity, organization, 
and leadership to achieve the final result. The challenge 
is for the group to build the highest pyramid out of 
paper cups. Each person holds onto one of the strings 
that are attached to a rubber band and they use this 
device to pick up the cups and place them on top of 
each other (by pulling the rubber band apart and then 
bringing it back together over the cups). 
 

DIY COWO 
WORKING ENVIRONMENT - TIME: 130min. 

This exercise will cover many soft skills with the aim of 
creating a smart working layout in 3 selected rooms of 
Barco. Blueprints, basic kits and tools will be provided 
to each group. They will have 2 hours to come up with 
what they think is the best coworking configuration of 
each space and at the end they will present and 
motivate their choices to the rest of the groups. 
 
 
 



S M A R T  W O R K I N G  
E N V I R O N M E N T  

M A N A G I N G  
T E A M  

M O B I L I S I N G  
O T H E R S  

W O R K I N G   
W I T H   

O T H E R S  



Soft skills:  
what are they? 
Soft skills concern personal attitudes, which are 
increasingly essential in the workplace. In fact, along with 
the specific skills (hard skills), soft skills are also added to 
the quality of the character and attitudes of the person, 
and define the ability to face their work both vertically 
and horizontally, in the approach with the new 
challenges that can arise in one's work, in the relationship 
with colleagues and in the execution of tasks. 
  



Soft skills:  
why are so important? 

First of all because they concern personal attitudes, which are 
increasingly essential in the workplace.  
 
In fact, along with the specific skills (hard skills), soft skills are also 
added to the quality of the character and attitudes of the person, 
and define the ability to face their work both vertically and 
horizontally, in the approach with the new challenges that can 
arise in one's work, in the relationship with colleagues and in the 
execution of tasks. 
  



  
While hard skills are job-specific, soft skills are subjective skills 
that are much harder to quantify. Also known as "people skills" 
or "interpersonal skills," soft skills relate to the way you relate 
to and interact with other people and are much harder to 
define and evaluate compared to the hard skills.  
 
Soft skills include communication skills, listening skills, 
negotiation, persuasion, public speaking, storytelling, writing 
skills, creativity, critical thinking, decision making, facilitating, 
motivating, positive attitude, teamwork, and empathy, among 
others. 
 
 

Hard skills 
VS soft skills 



Soft skill: 
Working with others 
One of the best things about working in a diverse co-working 
space is that everyone comes from different backgrounds and 
brings their own unique skills and viewpoints. While a corporate 
environment can often feel like an echo chamber where everyone 
is encouraged to think and act like one another, a co-working 
space can be an eclectic cornucopia including members from 
young twenty-somethings working on their first startup project to 
former cubicle dwellers turned digital nomads to moonlight 
entrepreneurs. 
 
This is why you need to be able to embrace diversity and 
practice skills like emotional intelligence and active listening. 



This is why you need to 
be able to embrace 

diversity and practice 
skills like emotional 

intelligence and active 
listening. 



TITLE OF THE ACTIVITY NAME IT! 
(SOFT SKILL: WORKING WITH OTHERS) 

DURATION 50min. 

INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE PARTICIPANTS 1.  The purpose of this activity is getting to know each other, 
learning to value differences, and practicing brainstorming. 

2.  We will watch a video about Brainstorming methods. 
3.  Participants will be split in 3 groups of 7. 
4.  Each group will be asked to come up with a name that will have 

to identify them for one or more characteristic that they find 
relevant in defining them as a group (brainstorming activity). 

5.  Each group will present the name they came up with to the rest 
of the participants, explaining how and why they came up with 
this name. 

QUESTIONS FOR REFLECTION / 
DISCUSSION / DEBRIEFING 

-  What ideas do you have for a slogan to best represent our group? 
-  What would make this name particularly unique? 
-  How do we feel about this name? 
-  How would you describe yourself with 3 words? 
-  What is the most outrageous thing you can think of, about this 

project?  

KEY TERMS ASSOCIATED WITH THE 
ESERCISE 

Icebreaking, listen actively, team up, work together, emotional 
intelligence, brainstorming. 



Communication can be challenging, especially in an open 
co-working space. 
 
Effective communication requires flexibility, and an 
understanding that preferences vary. In a traditional office, 
everyone is playing for the same team. But in a co-working 
space, everyone reports to a different organization, or works 
independently. Because of this, it’s important to understand 
that everyone has their own communication style. 

Soft skill: 
Mobilising others 



Self-awareness and empathy can go a 
long way in creating a more open 
environment. Once you understand your 
own communication style and can 
recognize the preferences of others, tailor 
your methods of correspondence 
accordingly. In turn, you are more likely 
to get the results you want. 

Soft skill: 
Mobilising others 



Create an inviting online community for your co-working 
members. This allows introverts and those less interested in 
“interruptions” to connect with others on their own time. 
Cultivate a democratic workspace by allowing members to 
pick and choose how they engage, based on their interests. 
 
The key to a thriving co-working community is offering 
something for everyone. Not all of your members are going to 
be enthusiastic about participating in community events or 
activities. In fact, some of them may be downright resistant to 
them. There is a common assumption that people join a co-
working space looking to actively network. In reality, some 
people simply want a quiet, energizing space away from 
home. 

Soft skill: 
Mobilising others 
Soft skill: 
Mobilising others 



ROOM 101 
(SOFT SKILL: MOBILISING OTHERS) 

QUESTIONS FOR REFLECTION / DISCUSSION / 
DEBRIEFING 

EVALUATION 
-  What are the skills you used during this activity? 
-  Did you choose a positive language while presenting your list? 
-  Were you impassioned and enthusiastic about your case? 
-  Was anyone frustrated at all during the activity?  
-  If so, how was it handled?  
-  What did you learn about yourself or others during this activity? 
-  Why was communication so important for this activity?  
-  What are some skills needed to be good at communicator?  
-  Is this always easy for you?  
-  Why or why not?  
-  How can we use what we learned through this experience in situations 

outside the game? 
 

KEY TERMS ASSOCIATED WITH THE ESERCISE Persuasion, communication skills, brainstorming, presentation skills, fun, 
selecting “benefits”. 

TITLE OF THE ACTIVITY ROOM 101 
(SOFT SKILL: MOBILISING OTHERS) 

DURATION 60min. 

INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE PARTICIPANTS 1.  Spliti n 3 groups of 7. 
2.  Each group will come up with 3 things they can all agree should be 

placed into Room 101 in order to rid the world of annoying, pointless or 
unpleasant things. 

3.  Then they will present their rationale and debate with all the 
participants to persuade them of their choices. Only if the majority of 
the wider group agrees the ites will go into Room 101 and the group(s) 
with the most items placed in Room 101 wins. 



Soft skill:  
Managing team 

The top priority for team managers is delegation . 
No matter how skilled you are, there's only so 
much that you can achieve working on your own. 
Successful delegation starts with matching people 
and tasks, so you first need to explain what your 
team's role and goals are. 
 
Another key duty you have as a manager is to 
motivate team members. Bear in mind that 
different people have different needs when it 
comes to motivation. Some individuals are highly 
self-motivated, while others will under-perform 
without managerial input. 



Soft skill:  
Managing team 

Co-working spaces are made up of individuals who 
have different outlooks and abilities, and are at 
different stages of their careers. 
 
If you can help team members to become better at 
what they do, you'll make a great contribution to each 
member, creating a more stimulating environment. 
 
The most effective way of developing people is to 
ensure that you give regular feedback to members of 
your team. Many of us are nervous of giving feedback, 
especially when it has to be negative. However, if you 
give and receive feedback regularly, everyone's 
performance will improve. 



TITLE OF THE ACTIVITY CUP STACK 
(SOFT SKILL: MANAGING TEAM) 

QUESTIONS FOR REFLECTION / 
DISCUSSION / DEBRIEFING 

-  Was anyone frustrated at all during the activity?  
-  If so, how was it handled?  
-  What did go well for your group? 
-  What didn’t go well for your group? 
-  What are ways we handle ourselves when things don't go the way we want 

them to? 
-  What did you learn about yourself or others?  
-  Why was teamwork so important for this activity?  
-  What is so hard about teamwork?  
-  What did you do today to contribute to the teamwork on your team? 
-  What are some skills needed to be good at teamwork?  
-  Is this always easy for you?  
-  Why or why not?  
-  How can we use what we learned through this experience in situations outside 

the game? 

KEY TERMS ASSOCIATED WITH THE 
ESERCISE 

cooperation, empathy, goal setting, listening skills, team building 

TITLE OF THE ACTIVITY CUP STACK 
(SOFT SKILL: MANAGING TEAM) 

DURATION 30min. 

INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE 
PARTICIPANTS 
 

The challenge is for the group to build a pyramid out of the paper cups. Group 
members cannot touch the cups with their hands or any other part of their bodies, 
even if a cup falls over or on the floor. Each person holds onto one of the strings 
that are attached to the rubber band and they use this device to pick up the cups 
and place them on top of each other (by pulling the rubber band apart and then 
bringing it back together over the cups). 

DESCRIPTION OF ACTIVITY 1.  Divide in 4 groups of 5 people (1 group will have 6 people) (5 min) 
2.  Each person holds onto one of the strings that are attached to a ubber band 

and they use this device to pick up the cups and place them on top of each 
other (by pulling the rubber band apart and then bringing it back together 
over the cups). (10 min) 

3.  Discuss the activity using the debriefing questions. 

 



Soft skill: 
Working environment 
Put yourselves in the position of a member: you’ll realize that 
location, access and parking are very important as well as 
sound abatement and lighting. 
 
Make sure to add a variety of spaces: people that work in a 
coworking have different needs at different times.  
 



TITLE OF THE ACTIVITY DIY COWO 
(SOFT SKILL: WORKING ENVIRONMENT) 

DURATION 30min. 

INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE 
PARTICIPANTS 
 

Participants will be split in 3 groups of 7 people.  
Discuss with your group the following questions: 
-   What are the most important characteristhics of a shared space? 
-  How do you build a smart working environment? 
-  How do spaces influence people? 
-  How do people influence spaces? 
 Present and motivate your choices to the rest of the groups. 

KEY TERMS ASSOCIATED WITH THE 
ESERCISE 

cooperation, empathy, goal setting, listening skills, team work, presentation skills, 
communication skills 


